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Things to Think
Think in ways you’ve never thought before
If the phone rings, think of it as carrying a message
Larger than anything you’ve ever heard,
Vaster than a hundred lines of Yeats.
Think that someone may bring a bear to your door,
Maybe wounded and deranged; or think that a moose
Has risen out of the lake, and he’s carrying on his antlers
A child of your own whom you’ve never seen.
When someone knocks on the door, think that he’s about
To give you something large; tell you you’re forgiven,
Or that it’s not necessary to work all the time, or that it’s
Been decided that if you lie down no one will die.
~ Robert Bly

If you’ve picked this up in a hard copy, and would like to receive these monthly packets by email,
sign up to be on UFP’s email list, by sending a request to office@peterboroughunitarian.ca.

WONDERINGS on the theme of EXPECTATION
God give us rain when we expect sun.
Give us music when we expect trouble.
Give us tears when we expect breakfast.
Give us dreams when we expect a storm.
Give us a stray dog when we expect congratulations.
God play with us, turn us sideways and around.

~ Michael Leunig

Poet/comedian/cartoonist Michael Leunig suggests that we pray for our expectations to be turned
on their heads…that we ask for tears when we expect to be fed…that we be given wild obligations
when we expect congratulations. Who wants to be turned sideways like this? That’s a bit nuts! And
a bit UU.
We all know the common mantra: “You get what you expect.” That makes sense from a UU
perspective. We believe that human beings have tremendous power to shape and create their own
experience. If you expect people to be good, you will discover and notice goodness. If you believe
life is on your side, you will see opportunities unfold over and over again. This form of relating to
expectation is about reminding ourselves that we have control. It’s about noticing we have options.
It’s about taking hold of the situation and putting our stamp on it.

ex·pec·ta·tion
ekspekˈtāSH(ə)n/
noun
1. a belief that something
will happen or is likely to
happen
2. a feeling or belief
about how successful,
good, etc., someone or
something will be
Synonyms: anticipation,
assumption, hope,
probability, belief

And yet…there are also moments when letting the situation take hold
of us is the better choice. Sometimes holding too tightly to our desired
expectations leaves us blind. Sometimes getting what we expect leads to
expecting to always get what we want. Sometimes the most important
question is “Are you willing to let go of expectation and be led by the
unknown?”
Perhaps another way to put this is to ask, “Do I trust? Do I have faith
that this wildly unpredictable life of mine won’t lead me astray?”
When our expectations get turned on their head, we might then see it as
an invitation to lean in. When that stray dog messes up our big
congratulatory day, are we willing to follow where it wants us to go?

Please don’t turn the other way. That’s the message of Michael
Leunig’s prayer. That’s what he wants us to pray for! Please, please,
welcome those stray dogs and tears at breakfast. Pray dearly for life to
send you its blessed disruptions. Please, please, ask that life will lead
you into the land of crushed expectations - into that wonderfully sacred
land inhabited by the unlikely gifts of “perhaps,” “maybe, maybe not,”
“what if,” “I wonder what else?” and “I wonder if there is another way?”
This is not because disruption is “good for us” or because we all deserve a needed dose of humility,
but because it signals that you’ve finally decided that sometimes it’s ok to put your preferred
expectations aside, because -- as strange or scary as the unknown is -- you are prepared to expect the
unexpected.
So, yes, this month, bring on those unruly dogs and unpredictable tears. Make our music wilder than
we want and make us eventually want it to be that wild. Play with us indeed. Turn us sideways and
around, and lead us expectably on!
~ Rev. Julie

STORIES about EXPECTATION
Hidden Treasure (a retelling of a traditional East European story)1
Once upon a time, there lived the old Rabbi Eisik in a wretched little tenement flat in the city of Krakow in
Poland. Eisik lived in extreme poverty with his wife and children. Through all the hard times, Eisik kept his
faith and looked after his family as best he could.
And so it was that he believed, when he had a dream one night, that the dream contained a message from God.
In the dream, he had a vision of a chest of gold, hidden beneath a particular bridge in the grounds of the royal
palace in Prague.
At first he hesitated to believe in what he had dreamed. But when the dream recurred a second time, and then
a third time, he decided to make the journey to Prague.
But when he found the bridge of his dreams, he found that it was guarded day and night by sentries, and he
didn’t dare to start digging. Nevertheless, he came to the bridge every morning, and walked around it all day
until evening.
Eventually, the chief guard, noticing the rabbi’s odd behaviour, asked him, in a very friendly way, whether he
was searching for something there, or perhaps waiting for someone.
Something prompted Rabbi Eisik to tell the friendly guard about the dream that had brought him all the way
to Prague from Krakow. The guard laughed: “Oh dear,’ he said. ‘You poor old
fellow with your worn-out shoes – you have tramped all this way for the sake
of a dream! Well, more fool you, for trusting a dream. I can tell you that if
dreams were to be trusted, then I’d be on the road as well, because I once had a
dream that told me to walk to Krakow, and to search out a hovel in the poorest
district, belonging to someone called Rabbi Eisik. There I was supposed to
search behind the stove, where I would find hidden treasure. Just imagine
how I was supposed to find that treasure in a strange town, where there must
be hundreds of Rabbi Eisiks!’ And he laughed again.
Rabbi Eisik bowed graciously, and turned back home, to find the treasure
hidden closer to him than he could ever have imagined.
The Optimist and the Pessimist
Once upon a time, there were two little boys. One was an optimist. The other was a pessimist.
The two boys each had their own playroom. The little pessimist had a room full of toys. Every Christmas and
every birthday, his family and friends brought new toys for him to play with, but each time he would sit in the
middle of the room and start to cry, because he had no drum. He wanted a drum so much, and so he was
forever disappointed. The toys lay scattered around him, untouched and unappreciated.
The little optimist wasn’t so lucky. All that he had in his playroom was a pile of manure from the farmyard and
a fork.
It happened that the boys’ parents came past one day and looked into the playrooms where their sons were
playing. As usual, the little pessimist was howling because he couldn’t find a drum among the vast pile of toys
that surrounded him.
But when they looked into the room where the little optimist was playing, they found a happy child, eagerly
digging through the pile of manure with his fork. His eyes were alive with excitement, and he was singing as
he played. ‘With all this manure around,’ they heard him say, ‘there’s got to be a pony in here somewhere!’

1

Both of this month’s stories were found in “One Hundred Wisdom Stories from around the World,” Margaret Silf, ed.

INSPIRATIONS on EXPECTATION
My eyes already touch the sunny hill,
going far ahead of the road I have begun.
So we are grasped by what we cannot grasp;
It has its inner light even from a distanceAnd changes us, even if we do not reach it,
into something else, which hardly sensing it,
we already are;
A gesture waves us on, answering our own wave…
but what we feel is the wind in our faces.
~ Rainer Marie Rilke
Carry out a random act of kindness, with no
expectation of reward, safe in the knowledge that
one day someone might do the same for you.
~ Princess Diana
We love to expect, and when expectation is either
disappointed or gratified, we want to be again
expecting.
~ Samuel Johnson
Life is so constructed, that the event does not,
cannot, will not, match the expectation.
~ Charlotte Bronte
Uncertainty and expectation are the joys of life.
Security is an insipid thing.
~ William Congreve
There is no medicine like hope, no incentive so
great, and no tonic so powerful as expectation of
something tomorrow.
~ Orison Swett Marden
There's a certain grace in
accepting what your life is and
embracing all the good things
that have been - but there's
still an expectation of good
things to come. Not
necessarily what you expected.
~ Emmylou Harris

People look to time in expectation that it will
eventually make them happy, but you cannot find
true happiness by looking toward the future.
~ Eckhart Tolle
We must learn to reawaken and keep ourselves
awake, not by mechanical aid, but by an infinite
expectation of the dawn. ~ Henry David Thoreau
Letters are
expectation
packaged in
an envelope.
~ Shana
Alexander
That is a
good book
which is opened with expectation, and closed with
delight and profit.
~ Amos Bronson Alcott
Death, after all, is the common expectation from
birth. Neither heroes nor cowards can escape it.
~ Ellis Peters
…though power corrupts, the expectation of power
paralyzes.
~ John Kenneth Galbraith
Expectation loiters in the DNA of every sentient
being; when you tell yourself or a loved one, 'Don't
get your hopes up,' you're fighting ancient genetic
programming.
~ Martha Beck

We will always tend to fulfill our own expectation
of ourselves.
~ Brian Tracy

I believe that we live the story we
tell ourselves–and others – about
the life we’re leading… If you
constantly interview your child
for pain, your child may begin to
hear a story of social suffering
emerge from her own mouth. Soon she will begin
to believe it and will see herself as a victim.
~ Michael Thompson

One has children in the expectation of dying before
them. In fact, you want to make damn sure you die
before them, just as you plant a tree or build a
house knowing, hoping that it will outlive you.
That's how the human species has done as well as it
has.
~ Christopher Hitchens

Ninety percent of all people under 30 are in
developing countries, and that means that this new
access to tech, which is such a positive thing... is
also a ticking time bomb of frustration... You get
this clear mismatch of opportunity and expectation.
~ Ronan Farrow

Expectations are resentments under construction.
~ Anne Lamott

If your heart is a volcano, how shall you expect
flowers to bloom?
~ Khalil Gibran

PRACTICING EXPECTATION
Option A: Your Perhaps Poem
“Perhaps Poems” challenge us to turn our deepest assumptions and expectations on their head. Doubt even
the most basic and beloved things, and do it with joy! Consider joining this playful upsetting of apple carts by
writing your own “perhaps poem.” There are plenty of them on the website linked below to inspire you!
Then, share your “perhaps poem,” and the journey of its creation, with others.
Perhaps Poems: http://www.beyond-the-pale.uk/perhaps.htm
Option B: Remember the Water!
We allow our expectations to control us rather than us controlling them. We have
the power to choose and yet we regularly forget it when it comes to the most
mundane moments of our lives. This is the challenge that author, David Foster
Wallace, lifted up in his remarkable 2005 Commencement speech. This month
challenge yourself with the same message:
 Make time to repeatedly watch and meditate on his speech: “This is Water”
https://dotsub.com/view/6b8cc93f-3b53-486b-a1ce-025ffe6c9c52
 Pay extra attention to the way Wallace links our forgetting with the most mundane moments in our
lives.
 Figure out where the call or challenge is for you, and then exercise your power to choose! Find
opportunities to “remember the water” and practice choosing.
 Share what you learned and how it altered your days
Option C: A Ritual of Expectation
Solstice fire rituals. Christmas advent wreaths and calendars. Hanukkah candles. This is the season of ritual -rituals of preparation and expectation to be exact. Expecting and trusting the light to return is no easy task. It’s
one thing to believe that the dark always gives way to the light; it’s quite another to feel it in your bones.
All religions say this task is much easier with ritual, and with rituals done
together. So this month, recruit your family or circle of friends and engage
one of the winter rituals of expectation. Here are a few links to help you
decide which might be right for you:
 Hanukkah: http://tinyurl.com/prkve8s
 Advent: http://adventforatheists.weebly.com/
 Solstice: http://tinyurl.com/pdty2tm
 UU Family Christmas rituals: http://tinyurl.com/ob2ld8a
Remember, this is a creative task. Adapt the ritual as is fitting, while at the same time honouring the tradition
from which it comes.
Option D: Bending Reality
Author and journalist Chris Berdik states that “subtle and conditional effects can make a big difference,
because expectations bend reality in so many areas of life. Our minds are constantly jumping to conclusions
about the world. Instead of just accepting them, we can examine some of those expectations and maybe put
them to the test by trying out some alternatives.” Here are some articles that support this:
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-the-power-of-expectations-can-allow-you-to-bend-reality/
http://lifehacker.com/5807819/what-we-expect-is-what-we-get
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-big-questions/201105/we-see-in-others-what-we-expect-see
Imagine that expectation really does affect experience. Spend some time this month trying to bend reality by
replacing expectations you notice you have with some alternative ones. Then come and tell us if it made any
difference in your experience.

QUESTIONS for reflection on EXPECTATION













In what ways are you expecting too much of yourself? In what ways are you expecting too little?
Have you been chasing an expectation too long? What would it look like, feel like, to let it go?
What lessons were you taught about the power and possibility of expectation? Have those lessons
proved correct or have you learned new things?
In what ways do you expect too much, or too little, of the winter holidays?
What happens when you don’t get what you expect?
Is there anything you want to change about that?
What would it be like to give yourself to waiting just a little bit more?
In what ways is life asking you to be patient just a little bit longer?
Consider the expectations you have of others.
Do you expect the best or the worst? Why, or in what ways?
To what extent are you really open to “whatever comes”?
What expectations placed on you feel too heavy?
In what ways does expectation draw you on?
In what ways do high expectations inspire you and draw out your best?
What is your question about expectation?

Resources on EXPECTATION
ON THE WEB
Skydiving - A reflection on what happens when
what we think will happen doesn’t match up with
what actually happens!
https://revgretchenhaley.wordpress.com/2014/02
/03/skydiving-reflection-by-doug-powell/

The Other Letter - In this Ikea Christmas
commercial, children are asked to write two letters:
one to The Three Kings (Spain’s version of Santa)
and one to their parents.
http://tinyurl.com/ohv8v28

How to Become Batman - Podcast about the power
of expectations: Alix and Lulu examine the
surprising effect our expectations can have on the
people around us. Plus, the story of a blind man
who says expectations have helped him see.
http://www.npr.org/programs/invisibilia/378577
902/how-to-become-batman

Human Clip #2: Death is not the end of everything
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWKNwzG
L8C0

Don’t Interview for Pain - A podcast centered on
the quote “I believe that we live the story we tell
ourselves - and others - about the life we’re
leading.”
http://gretchenrubin.com/happiness_project/2015
/09/podcast-28/
When Expectations Meet Reality (A bit of fun)
http://justsomething.co/the-34-most-hilariouspinterest-fails-ever/

How expectations about aging affects a young
couple http://tinyurl.com/qenptcd
Children: When Expectations Don’t Meet Reality
http://tinyurl.com/gq7n7rr
You Can't Always Get What
You Want: On Music and
Expectation
http://tinyurl.com/zyhmcuy
Expectations that Empower
http://tinyurl.com/orach7o

MOVIES
Big Night. 1996 (R)
A failing Italian restaurant run by two brothers
gambles on one special night to try to save the
business.
500 Days of Summer, 2009 (PG-13)
A romantic comedy about how our expectations
about love influence our experience of love.
The 4th Wall, 2010 (China)
One fatal morning, John's door is left ajar. A
strange woman slips through the crack in his
orderly life. Is she a squatter, a wanderer or a
woman from his past?

Chalice Lighting o n
EXPECTATION
Through this season of waiting, we ask for
patience, light, peace, and love, and
we light the flame of hope.
We welcome the coming of the days we have
waited for;
We have realized hope, yet know that hope
can never be realized.
We commit ourselves to patience;
To working to dispel darkness;

Great Expectations, 2012 (PG-13)
A humble orphan suddenly becomes a gentleman
with the help of an unknown benefactor.

To working for peace;

Home for the Holidays, 1995 (PG-13)
After losing her job, making out with her soon-tobe former boss and finding out that her daughter
plans to spend Thanksgiving with her boyfriend,
Claudia Larson faces spending the holiday with her
family.

As the symbol of the eternal now.
~ David Breeden (adapted)

How the Grinch Stole Christmas, 2000 (PG)
A classic television show about what happens
when things don’t go according to the Grinch’s
expectations.
The Hundred-Foot Journey, 2014 (PG)
The Kadam family leaves India for France where
they open a restaurant directly across the road from
Madame Mallory's Michelin-starred eatery.
October Sky, 1999 (PG)
The true story of Homer Hickam, a coal miner's son
who was inspired by the first Sputnik launch to
take up rocketry against his father's wishes. Homer
sets his sights on the stars even as he comes to
terms with his father’s limiting expectations.
Pieces of April, 2003 (PG-13)
A wayward daughter invites her dying mother and
the rest of her estranged family to her apartment
for Thanksgiving dinner.
What to Expect When You're Expecting, 2012 (PG13) Follows the lives of five couples as they
experience the thrills and surprises of having a
baby, and realize that no matter what you plan for,
life does not always deliver what is expected.

We commit ourselves to love and to hope.
We light this flame as an end, as a beginning,

BOOKS
Mind Over Mind by Chris Berdik
A captivating look at the frontiers of expectations
research on how our brains work in the future
tense and how our assumptions…about the next
few seconds or the next few years…bend reality.
Expectation Hangover: Overcoming
Disappointments in Work, Love, and Life by
Christine Hassler
Expectation Hangovers happen when a desired
result is not met, an outcome is achieved but it does
not give us the feelings we hoped, life throws us a
curveball, or we simply do not feel we are living up
to the expectations placed upon us.
Seven Spiritual Gifts of
Waiting by Holly Whitcomb
Waiting presents an
enormous challenge. We are
impatient, "fix-it" kinds of
people — and not all
situations can be fixed. This
book presents seven spiritual
gifts that waiting can teach
us.

Waiting for Godot (Eng rev): A Tragicomedy in
Two Acts by Samuel Beckett
The story revolves around two seemingly homeless
men waiting for someone – or something…
dramatizing our inexhaustible search for meaning.
Unplug the Christmas Machine: A Complete Guide
to Putting Love and Joy Back into the Season by Jo
Robinson and Jean C. Staeheli
The authors answer questions about Christmas,
such as: "How can I reduce the stress of preparing
for Christmas?" "How can I make our celebration
more spiritual and less materialistic?"
The Wisdom of Insecurity: A Message for an Age of
Anxiety by Alan W. Watts
Spending all our time trying to anticipate and plan
for the future and to lamenting the past, we forget
to embrace the here and now. Drawing from
Eastern philosophy and religion, Watts shows that
we must embrace the present.

Children’s Books on EXPECTATION

A Grateful Heart on
EXPECTATION
As a child I was told and believed that there was
a treasure buried beneath every rainbow.
I believed it so much that I have been
unsuccessfully chasing rainbows most of my life.
I wonder why no one ever told me that the
rainbow and the treasure are both within me.
~ Gerald G. Jampolsky

MUSIC
In the Darkness of the Winter - A UU Christmas
Carol, Rev. Suzelle Lynch
http://tinyurl.com/o7mwxco
People Get Ready, Curtis Mayfield
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOXmaSCt4ZE

Watershed, the Indigo Girls
To listen, click on “Watershed”:
http://www.indigogirls.com/discography_singles.html

When This World Was New by D. H. Figueredo
and Enrique O. Sanchez

Anticipation, Carly Simon

Emma's Gift by Molly Schaar Idle

Pressure Off, Duran Duran

What's in the Box by Judith White Marcellini
Serafina's Promise by Ann E. Burg
The Monsters' Monster by Patrick McDonnell

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4NwP3wes4M8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qFhSWA9Cz4

Ready for the Storm, Rich Mullins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_FznQW1xrI

Mr. Wolf's Pancakes by Jan Fearnley
Storm is Coming by Heather Tekavec
Journey by Aaron Becker
The Trees of the Dancing Goats by Patricia Polacco
Five Stars For Emily by Kathleen Cook-Waldron
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt by Michael Rosen

January’s theme: What does it mean to b e
people of RELATIONSHIP?
Email your ideas for themes, or suggestions for
resources to share in this packet to uurevjs@gmail.com

We subscribe to “Soul Matters” a curriculum from Rev.
Scott Taylor. Service Leaders and Covenant Group
Facilitators work with Rev. Julie to incorporate the
theme into our programming & Sunday Services.
Thanks to all who helped create this packet by writing
text, suggesting resources, offering artwork and
providing feedback!
Would you like to share your talents?

The Unitarian Fellowship of Peterborough
Sunday Services @ 10am @ 775 Weller St
www.peterboroughunitarian.ca
office@peterboroughunitarian.ca
705-741-0968
Sunday Service 10:00 am

